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Preface

C

ommunity Mobilization and Development Organization in collaboration with Pakistan Poverty
Alleviation Funds implemented hundreds of Community Physical Infrastructure Schemes in FATA
and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The types of such schemes mainly included provision of drinking water
supply system, construction of drains, street pavements, irrigation channels, roads and culverts. These
schemes contributed a lot in improving access to public infrastructure and facilities and in strengthening
participatory development process among hundreds of rural communities living in the marginalized and
isolated regions of the country.
This evaluation study based on primary and secondary research activities is mainly assessing the
functionality and sustainability of these implemented schemes and analyzing socio-economic impacts on
the beneficiaries' communities. This evaluation study is also assessing factors like influence and
understanding of local context in implementing program, the role of human resources & management in
implementing program, participation of primary stakeholders, gender equality in implementing program
and impacts on the environments (natural, social, economic, built). The economic analysis of
implemented schemes is also included in this study.
We are highly thankful to Kashif Hameed (Principal Researcher) and Azizullah Wazir, Imranullah Marwat,
and Arbab Tanvir (Field Research Team Members) for completing this evaluation study. We also
acknowledge the contributions of Asadullah Saleem Senior Manager CPI PPAF, Dr. Asim Zia Associate
Professor University of Vermount, Abdul Shakoor Executive Coordinator RDPI, Mujhaid Hussain Executive
Director PEDA, and Azim Khan Program Manager CMDO in giving their valuable feedback and comments in
the review and finalization process of this evaluation study.

Faiz M Fayyaz
Chief Executive
CMDO -Peshawar
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1.1. CMDO-PPAF CPI Program: An Introduction
CMDO in partnership with PPAF implemented 151 Community Physical Infrastructure (CPI) Schemes in 4
agencies of FATA and 2 southern districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP). The CMDO-PPAF CPI Program activities
(Phase I-II-III- from 2003 to 07) were implemented in Khyber, Mohammand, Bajur, Kurram agencies of FATA
whereas CPI Program's phase IV (2010-11) activities were undertaken in districts Bannu and Lakki Marwat of
KP Province. The implemented CPI schemes include provision of drinking water supply system, construction of
drains, street pavements, irrigation channels, roads and culverts. The CPI schemes contributed in improving
access to public infrastructure and facilities and strengthening participatory community development process
in hundreds of villages.

Table1. CPI Schemes Coverage at Tehsil/Village Levels

Agency/District
Khyber
Bajur
Mohmand
Kurram
Bannu
LakkiMarwat
Total

No. of Schemes
27
25
7
23
34
35
151

No. of Tehsils
4
4
2
2
3
2
17

No. of Villages
26
24
7
20
33
28
138

Source: CMDO CPI Program Reports
40
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•

The table 1 indicates that geographical coverage of
151 CPI schemes were in 17 tehsils and 138 villages
located in 4 FATA agencies and 2 southern districts
of KP Province. The 54% CPI schemes were
implemented in FATA and 46% in KP. These
schemes were implemented in 4 CPI program
phases from 2003 to 2011. The further tehsil level
distribution of CPI program benefited villages is
given below.

•
•
•
•
•

Khyber: Landi Kotal 7, Jamrud 14, Mullah
Gori 1, Bara 5
Bajur: Salarzai 4, Khar 6, Momand 14,
Nawa Gai 1
Mohmand: Lakaray 6, Prang Ghar 1
Kurram: Upper Kurram 13, Lower Kurram
10
Bannu: Town II 20, Bannu 13, Domail 1
Lakki Marwat: Lakki Marwat 23, Naurang
12

Table 2: Sector Wise Total CPI Schemes Implemented at Agency/District Levels
Agency/District

DWSS

Sanitation

Irrigation

Khyber
Bajur
Mohmand
Kurram
Bannu
LakkiMarwat
Total

21
23
7
20
16
20
107

4
1
3
13
8
29

2
1
5
4
12

Link Roads/
Culverts
3
3

Total
27
25
7
23
34
35
151

Source: CMDO CPI Program Reports

•
•
•
•

The sector wise distribution of CPI scheme shows
that 71% of the total schemes were in DWSS
whereas 19% were in sanitation, 8% in Irrigation,
and 2% were in road construction. The further
agency/district level details on the types of these
se 4 different sector CPI schemes are given below.

Bajur: construction of drains 1
Kurram: street pavement 3
Bannu: street pavement & drains 13
Lakki Marwat: street pavement & drains 7,
street pavement/drains/culvert 1

Irrigation
•

Drinking Water Supply System (DWSS)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Khyber: hand pumps 5, tube well/water
tank 13, tube well 2, water tank 1
Bajur: hand pumps 15, tube well/water
tank 8
Mohmand: tube well/water tank 4, tube
well 3
Kurram: hand pumps 11, tube well/water
tank 2, tube well 6, well/tank 1
Bannu: submersible Pumps/water tank 16
Lakki Marwat: submersible pumps/water
tank 8, pressure pumps/water tanks 12

•
•
•

Link Road
•

Sanitation
•

Khyber: construction of 2 irrigation
channels
Bajur: construction of 1 irrigation channels
Bannu: construction of 2 irrigation
channels, trapezoidal pre cast
channelization 3
Lakki Marwat: construction of 1 irrigation
channel, trapezoidal pre cast
channelization 3

Khyber: construction of drains 2, street
pavement 2

7
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Table 3: Beneficiaries Population and Cost of Sector Wise CPI Schemes
Type of
Schemes
DWSS
Sanitation
Irrigation
Channels
Link Roads
Total

Number
of
Schemes
107
29
12

No. of HH
Beneficiaries

CMDO/PPAF
Share

Community
Share

Total Cost

12058
5703
1202

No. of
Population
Beneficiaries
136069
57732
11933

26303509
10679460
3995259

6471206
2668121
1072580

32774715
13347581
5067839

3
151

1008
19971

5340
211074

768321
41746549

196181
10408088

964502
52154637

Source: CMDO CPI Program Reports
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The overall project beneficiaries from 151 CPI
schemes were 19971 households having 211,074
populations. Out of the total 52 Million cost, 80%
were CMDO share and 20% were community
share. As 70% CPI schemes were in DWSS sectors
therefore 65% of the total population mainly
benefited from water supply schemes. In relation
to other sectors 27% of the total population
benefited from sanitation sector schemes where
as 6% and 2% of the total population benefited
from improved irrigation practices and road
accessibility. The community contribution in
various sector schemes remained around 20%.
It was quite challenging task for CMDO and its
associated grass root community institutions to
implement public infrastructure schemes in the
active conflict zone. The program activities
implemented through participatory community
development approaches. The hundreds of
Community Organizations and Committees were
a c t i ve l y i nvo l ve d i n t h e p l a n n i n g a n d
implementation of CPI schemes in their respective
areas. The schemes benefited thousands of
vulnerable poor families in many ways such as
access to safe drinking water facility, improving

sanitation infrastructure and public health
measures, enhancing accessibility through link
roads, and constructing irrigation channels for
increased agriculture productivity and livelihood
options enhancement.

1.2. Evaluation Purpose & Scope
In order to learn lessons and draw recommendations for future CPI program interventions, Both
CMDO and PPAF felt the need of undertaking
evaluation of CPI program activities implemented
by CMDO in FATA and KP province. The evaluation
need is also important in the context of assessing
the functionality and sustainability of
implemented schemes and analyzing different
level impacts on the lives of program's
beneficiaries communities. The evaluation is
aiming to assess implemented CPI schemes from
the perspective of its overall results, sustainability,
alternatives, and lessons learned. The assessment
on the overall results is concerning to the success
rate, impacts and effects justifying costs,
objectives achieved within time and budget,
shortcomings, and achievements.

9
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The question of whether achievements are
sustainable in long term perspective is also of
critical importance. In relation to alternatives, the
evaluation analyze about other ways of the
achieving the results. The lesson drawn for future
program interventions is another area of search in
this evaluation. The evaluation is also aiming to
assess some other important factors such as the
influence and understanding of local context in
implementing program, the role of human
resources & management in implementing
program, participation of primary stakeholders,
gender equality in implementing program, impacts
on the environments (natural, social, economic,
built), comparative analysis on implementation of
different phases of the program, and assess
coherence, coverage, efficiency, and effectiveness
of CMDO-PPAF CPI Program activities in FATA and
KP Province.

mainly qualitative which include program staff
interviews, focus group discussion & individual/
group interviews with beneficiary communities,
key informant interviews, case studies, PRA tools
(impact diagrams), and technical assessment on
the functionality of schemes. The library research
is based on literature review of relevant materials
and collection of project record/data. The
evaluation team is mainly comprised of a principal
investigator and 3-member field research team.
The details about the sample size and sector wise
selected sample schemes are given below.
The sampling methodology is primarily composed
of the applications of a combination of cluster wise
random sampling and purposive samplings
techniques in the identification and selection of 17
sample CPI schemes from five clusters. The
primary data from Kurram agency could not be
collected due to security threats and poor law and
order situation in the program areas in Kurram
agency. The 11% sample schemes from 3 agencies
of FATA and 2 districts of KP are selected in line with
a set of criteria such as coverage of all intervened
agencies/districts, coverage of all various phases of
the program, and sector wise proportional sample
representation of CPI schemes.

1.3. Methodology
The evaluation methodology is primarily
composed of application of both primary and
library research activities. Cluster and purposive
sampling techniques are applied in the collection
of primary field based data from the six intervened
agencies/districts. The field research methods is

Table 4: Sector Wise Selected Sample CPI Schemes Implemented at Agency/District Level
Agency/District

DWSS

Sanitation

Irrigation

Link Roads/ Culvert

Total

Khyber
Bajur
Mohmand
Bannu
LakkiMarwat
Total

2
3
1
2
1
9

1
1
2
4

1
2
3

1
1

4
3
1
5
4
17

Source: Primary Field Research Design

The table 4 shows that out of the total 17 sample CPI schemes, 9 sample schemes selected for field research
activity were from DWSS sector, 4 from sanitation, 3 from irrigation, and 1 selected sample for field study was
from link road/culvert construction. The geographical proportional representation of selected sample CPI
schemes is also reflected in the table.
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maintenance of CPI schemes. Local Taliban groups
were against the work of NGOs and they
threatened local staff many times. Even, CMDO
local office in Bajur agency was also burnt down
during the process of implementing CPI schemes in
local villages. Despite all the hurdles and fragile
security environment, it is quite a remarkable
achievement of CMDO in terms of implementing
CPI schemes over a period of last ten years.

2.1. Introduction
The overall findings and analysis of the evaluation
are mainly given in this chapter. In line with the
research questions designed and scope of
evaluation, a number of indicators were developed
to synthesize field research information of sample
schemes and provide evaluation results on four
types of CPI program schemes implemented in 4
agencies of FATA and 2 southern districts of KP
province. The indicators are mainly concerned to
need identification, level of community
participation, functionality, maintenance, design
efficiency, effectiveness, sustainability, and
different level impacts of the CPI scheme on
beneficiaries' population. It is further supported by
comments and feedback of program beneficiaries,
case studies, and impact diagrams drawn during
the participatory field research process. Before
analyzing the CPI program interventions in detail,
some insight is also given on the CPI program
relevance and achievability in the overall context
of intervened agencies of FATA and southern
districts of KP province. Similarly, procedures of
CMDO in relation to CPI program need assessment
and participatory planning process also discussed
in below section.

2.3. CPI Program Need Assessment &
Participatory Planning Process
The overall analysis of entirely implemented 151
CPI schemes indicates that standard need
assessment procedures and participatory planning
process were adopted in all the four phases of the
program. Majority of the CPI schemes are
identified and prioritized by the beneficiary
communities themselves. The demands of CPI
schemes were quite high in comparison to the
available funds for schemes. Therefore, priority
was given to most vulnerable, marginalized, and
poor communities in the intervened agencies and
districts. The beneficiaries communities were
involved in the entire planning process cycle
ranging from selection of beneficiaries within the
target community, detailed planning of
implementing the scheme, and establishing
community level implementation and monitoring
mechanisms. Local level community institutions in
the form of COs and project committees were
formulated during the course of implementing
each CPI scheme which contributed towards the
ownership and sustainability of CPI schemes by
communities themselves in vast majority cases. It
is observed that in order to implement each CPI
scheme, usually three committees were formed by
the CO which include implementation committee,
audit committee, and operational/maintenance
committee. It can be deduced that satisfactory
need assessment and participatory planning
process were adopted by CMDO in the course of
implementing CPI schemes in FATA and KP
Province.

2.2. CPI Program Relevance & Achievability
The overall CMDO-PPAF CPI program was relevant,
realistic and achievable in terms of setting the
objectives; determining the targets and addressing
the needs; selection of beneficiaries and
geographical locations in FATA and Southern KP.
The CPI program was relevant as it addressed the
immediate infrastructure needs and also targeted
the vulnerable areas and people. The program
records and monitoring reports indicates that
CMDO in line with the desired program objectives
was able to implement 151 CPI schemes in vastly
spread areas of FATA and KP. Due to Talibanization
in some of the intervened program areas of FATA,
CMDO staff faced difficulties in mobilizing and
convincing local communities for their active
participation in the planning, implementation, and

13
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2.4. CPI Program Interventions

2.4.1. DWSS Schemes

Below are the detailed analysis and evaluation
findings about four types of CPI schemes
implemented in FATA and KP. It includes Drinking
Water Supply Scheme (DWSS), Sanitation
Schemes, Irrigation Channels, and construction of
Link Roads/Culverts.

The DWSS schemes were the largest number of CPI
schemes (71%) implemented by CMDO in all the
four phases of the program. It mainly includes
installation of hand pumps, tube wells, water
tanks, water pipes, and pressure/submersible
pumps. The implementation of DWSS schemes in
such large quantities indicates that provision of
safe drinking water in one of the largest priority
need of local communities in FATA and KP province.

Table 5: Beneficiaries Population and Cost of CPI DWSS Schemes
Agency/District

DWSS
Schemes
21
23
7
20
16
20
107

Khyber
Bajur
Mohmand
Kurram
Bannu
LakkiMarwat
Total

Households Population
1995
3251
545
2425
655
3187
12058

29842
39786
7200
27560
9772
21909
136069

CMDO
CO Share Total Cost
Share
6490552 1462630
7953182
6038214 1558187
7596401
3037500
762000
3799500
3867803
968401
4836204
2605440
652700
3258140
4264000 1067288
5331288
26303509 6471206 32774715

Source: CMDO CPI Program Reports
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Table 5 is specifically providing agency and
district level details about the number of
DWSS schemes implemented and its
correspondence number of beneficiary
household and population. The distribution
of schemes costs in between CMDO and COs
are also given in this table. The table shows
that highest numbers of DWSS schemes
were implemented in Bajur followed by
Khyber, Kurram, Lakki Marwat and Bannu. In
comparison to other areas, only 7 schemes
were implemented in Mohmand agency. The
average cost per benefited person from
these CPI DWSS schemes is 24087.

DWSS Scheme in Village Landai, Bajur Agency

In below Table 6 is the detail of selected
DWSS sample schemes indicating its
location, beneficiary, and cost sharing details
by CMDO and COs. It indicates that cost
sharing in between CMDO and COs are
persistent in all selected sample DWSS
schemes. Further details about these sample
schemes are also given below.
Street Pavement and Drain at Kotka Janan Gul, District Bannu
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Table 6: Selected CPI DWSS Sample Schemes
S.
No

Name of
Agency/
District

Tehsil

Name of
Village

HH
Pop
Benifi - Benifi
ciaries ciaries

1

Khyber

Jamrud

Azam
Nai
Abadi

50

1331

TUM

2

Khyber

Jamrud

Ghaffar
Nai
Abadi

65

1290

AFT

3

Bajur

Mamund

Sheikh
Kalay

130

1230

FTN

4

Bajur

Mamund

Zagai

190

2080

MFC

5

Bajur

Mamund

Landai

135

1550

MFC

6

Mohman
d

Lakaray

Bayan
Khel

95

1200

FTB

7

Bannu

Town-II

Gulzar
Akhund
an

26

300

8

Bannu

Bannu

Nar
Akber ali

120

830

9

Lakki
Marwat

Naurang

Nar
Muzaffar
khan

10

80

Source: CPI Evaluation Research Design
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CO
Name

CMDO
Share

CO Share Total
Cost

293,639

75,000

368,639

255,177 102,750

357,927

347,000 85,000

432,000

292,680 68,760

361,440

347,000 85,000

432,000

332,500

81,500

414,000

Boring
151920
Depth
220
Feet
Dia
(6inch)
&Water
tank
Gulshan Boring
187,600
welfare Depth
230Feet
Dia
(6inch)
&Water
tank
Nobel
Pressure 93680
Pump
250
WELL&
WATER
STOR
AGE
TANK

37980

189900

46900

234500

23406

117100

Gulzar
W.O

Types
of
DWSS
Scheme
T.Well
(300 ft)
& water
tank
T.Well
(300 ft)
& water
tank
T.Well
(300 ft)
& water
tank
Pump
Water
Tank
T.Well
(300 ft)
& water
tank
T.Well
(450 ft)
&
W.Tank
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Figure-1: Impact Diagram DWSS CPI EV
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Figure-1.1: Impact Diagram DWSS CPI EV
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Field Observations about Each Sample DWSS Schemes
I Khyber Agency
1) Village Ghaffar Nai Abadi
“There was extreme difficulty in fetching water
from far flung areas as there was no drinking
water facility in our village. Women particularly
faced lot of difficulties as they were responsible
to brought water from distant location. Now with
the availability of water supply and storage
facility in our own village, people are happy and
satisfied. Women are feeling quite relaxed now.
Even water facility is used for livestock and plants.
The scheme also contributed in enhancing unity
and raising awareness among local community”.

2) Village Azam Nai Abadi
“Due to the unity and active participation by community members, this project was quite successful in
addressing the water supply need of the village. The local CBO raised funds and contributed more than
20% in this scheme. Now over the last 7 years, CBO is responsible for the maintenance and repair work of
scheme as funds raised through community contributions is used for this purpose. However, very poor
families are benefiting this facility free of cost. Due to access to safe drinking water, there is decrease in
water borne diseases in the village”.

II Bajur Agency
3) Village Sheikh Kalay
“The village is located in close proximity to the Afghan border area with difficult accessibility and highly
underdeveloped conditions. Under ground water level is quite low due to which it was quite difficult to
extract underground water. Before the intervention, local people particularly women and children were
forced to bring water from areas 10 Km away from the village. Earlier the water source was rainwater
stored in open ponds which was also used by the livestock. Water borne diseases were quite common in
the area. Now with the provision of this scheme, one basic problem of local community is resolved and
there is improvement in the lives of local people”.

4) Village Zagai
“Before project intervention water availability was one major problem of the area. The scheme largely
benefited poor and needy population of the village. Some conflict arises on the supply of water from
nearby spring which was resolved through community Jirga. Spring water pumped to the constructed
water tank from where water supplied to the houses through plastic pipes. Although, CBO is doing repair
work of openly installed plastic pipes from time to time, however, it is quite difficult to ensure regular
supply through these plastic pipes. There is need to replace them with steel pipes in order to make its
utility more effective”.

19
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5) Village Landai
“The water supply scheme not only contributed in
resolving the water need of the village but it also
heavily contributed in increasing community
awareness on the importance of working on self help
basis for the future development of their village”.

III Mohmand Agency
6) Village Bayan Khel
“Earlier women were bringing water from distant areas which consumed their more than 4-5 hours on
daily basis. Local CBO constructed a well on self help basis whereas CMDO supported in installing pump
and constructing a water tank near the well. The scheme helped a lot in addressing the difficulties of
women and saving their time”.

IV Bannu District
7) Village Gulzar Akhundan
“DWSS scheme successfully addressed the water
shortage needs of the village and currently functional
and maintained. The entire planning and
implementation process of the scheme helped a lot in
the capacity building of our CO and raising awareness
on the utility of participatory integrated development
process. We became so motivated that after the
completion of scheme we constructed number of
culverts on irrigation channel on self help basis”.

8) Village Nar Akbar Ali Khan
“Earlier we were bringing water through donkey carts from another village in our union council. Now with
the financial support of CMDO and through 20% contribution by our CO we installed water tank and
rd
pressure pump which is now fulfilling the water requirements of 2/3 population of entire village. It
helped a lot in improving the living conditions of our people especially women and children. There is need
to increase the capacity of the scheme to provide water facility to the remaining population of the
village”.

V Lakki Marwat District
9) Village Nar Muzzafar
“People were much in difficulty before this scheme as people were compelled to drink contaminated
water which badly affected the health of the community. People used to waste a lot of time in fetching
water. The scheme highly contributed in resolving the drinking water issue. However, at present scheme
is not working due to repair and maintenance issue of tube well machinery. We tried our best and spent
money on its repair but it did not work. We need external support to resolve this issue”.
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Case Study No 1: A Poor Family in Khyber Agency Benefiting from DWSS Scheme
Hayat Munir with his other 8 family members
is living in a mud house of village Ghaffar Nai
Abadi. The family is living below the poverty
line as Hayat remained unemployed majority
part of the year. Before the intervention, it was
a tedious task for the children of Hayat to bring
water from a far flung place on daily basis.
They were using hand cart to fetch water cane
from a place located 4 Km away from their
home. During extreme summer and winter
seasons, it was quite painful for children to
cover such long distant by foot on daily basis.
Due to family enmity, Hayat was also fearful
about the security of children outside the
village. His children were exhausted both physically and mentally. With the functioning of water supply
scheme in his village, Hayat and his children are very happy and feeling relaxed. There are positive
impacts on the health conditions of children and now they are giving more time to their education. Hayat
is also less fearful about the security of his children.

Case Study No 2: A Village in District Bannu Benefiting from DWSS Scheme
Gulzar Akhundan village located 5 km away
from Bannu City is one of the least developed
villages in the area. The entire 300 village
population is living below the poverty line and
confronted with numerous livelihood issues.
Availability of safe drinking water was one big
issue of the village as it consumed lot of
energy, time, and resources to fetch water
from far flung areas. The quality of water was
not even good due to which local population
was confronted with various diseases. With
the support of CMDO, we were able to
organize ourselves in the form of establishing
two male/female COs in our village. The
established COs in coordination with CMDO worked on the installation of pressure pump and water tank
in our village. Now we have access to safe drinking water due to which additional work burden on our
women and children is drastically reduced. Children who earlier consumed time on bringing water from
distant areas now focus more on their educational activities.
Impact diagrams drawn by beneficiaries' communities from Bajur agency and district Bannu are also annexed.
The diagrams indicates multiple level positive impacts on the lives of local communities such as availability of
drinking water facility inside the village, time saving, increased education activities of children, increased
savings, improved livelihood conditions, enhance community organization, and reduction in the poverty levels.
In below table 7 summary details about the evaluation of DWSS schemes are given.
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Table No 7 Evaluating CPI DWSS Schemes
S. No
1
2

Observed Indicators
Priority Need Identification

3

Level of Community
Participation
Functionality

4

Maintenance Level

5

Design Efficiency

6

Effectiveness

7

Sustainability

8

Social Impacts

9

Economic Impacts

10

Natural Impacts

11

Built Impacts

Findings/Comments
100% rightly identified priority need of drinking water supply in
all schemes
80% high level of community participation whereas 20% medium
level of community participation
80% water supply schemes are functional whereas 20% are non
functional
60% schemes are highly maintained whereas 20% with medium
to low level maintenance and 20% have no maintenance level
70% schemes were observed design efficient whereas 30%
schemes have design flaws such as height of water tank and
conditions of installed pipes and machinery
80% schemes were found highly effective in terms of meeting
the water requirements of targeted population
60% schemes were found fully sustainable in long term
perspective
High Social Impacts on the well beings of women and children,
education activities of children improved
Medium to low economic impacts in terms of savings generated
through reduced health cost and purchasing of water
No adverse impacts on the natural environments of the program
villages
20% schemes component like water tanks were found inside the
boundary wall of private owner

Source: CMDO CPI Program Evaluation Field Work

It was observed during the field investigations that due to natural population increase in sample villages the
installed capacities of drinking water supply system is now becoming short of actual demand. There is need to
undertake further follow-up on DWSS schemes in terms of increasing the capacities of water supply system to
meet the growing population demand. Similarly, it was also observed that due to high level of load shedding
communities are facing problems in running the tube well/pumps machineries. The majority of respondent
communities identified the need of installing solar power system to make existing water supply system more
efficient and effective. In terms of other development needs program communities identified the needs of
education/health/road/irrigation facilities in their villages. It was also observed that due to limited funds
availability, issues like capacity building of CBOs for further development initiatives and follow-up funds for the
up-gradation of DWSS schemes were not effectively addressed.

2.4.2 Sanitation Schemes
The sanitation schemes under CPI program were the second
largest number of schemes (19%) implemented in 3 agencies of
FATA and 2 southern districts of KP province. The sanitation
schemes were mainly included street pavements and
construction of drains in the prioritized identified locations
within the selected villages. The priority criteria was to provide
sanitation facilities to the most vulnerable and poor families
within the village. Below table 8 is providing specific details about
agency/district level sanitation schemes, beneficiary households
and population, and cost sharing by CMDO and respective COs.
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Table No. 8: Beneficiaries Population and Cost of CPI Sanitation Schemes

Agency/District
Khyber
Bajur
Kurram
Bannu
LakkiMarwat
Total

Sanitation Households Population CMDO
CO Share Total
Schemes
Share
Cost
4
545
10350
1440480
368051 1808531
1
105
1820
240000
60000
300000
3
170
2710
837500
200500 1038000
13
3017
28650
5043240 1260770 6304010
8
1866
14202
3118240
778800 3897040
29
5703
57732 10679460 2668121 13347581

Source: CMDO CPI Program Reports

It indicates that majority of
sanitation schemes were
implemented in district
Bannu followed by Lakki
Marwat, Khyber, Kurram,
and Bajur. In each
sanitation scheme
Community contributed its
share in terms of labor and
financial resources. The
average cost per benefited
person from these CPI
Sanitation schemes is 231.
In below Table 9 is the
detail of selected
sanitation sample schemes
indicating its location,
beneficiary, and cost
sharing details by CMDO
and COs. It indicates that
cost sharing in between
CMDO and COs are
persistent in all selected
sample sanitation
schemes. Further details
about these sample
schemes are also given
below.
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Table No 9: Sample Sanitation Schemes
S.
No

Name
of
Agency/
District

Tehsil

Name of
Village

Sikander
Khel

1

Khyber

Jamrud

2

Bannu

Domail

Kotka
Janangul

3

Lakki
Marwat

Lakki
Marwat

Ghazni
khel

4

Lakki
Marwat

Naurang

Nar
Abbas

HH
Benificiaries

Pop
CO Name
Benificiaries

Types of DWSS
Scheme

CMDO
Share

CO
Share

Total
Cost

65

1290

AFT

St. Pavement
(10000 sq ft)

450,500

112,000

562,500

200

1400

Roshan
Rahain

Length(960 Feet)
Breadth (9feet)
Drain 960 Feet

371600

92900

464500

176

1476

Length(1175Feet)
Breadth (14feet)
Drain (1175Feet)

582400

144840

724200

ST PV
Length(780
Feet)Breadth
(16feet) Pipe
Culverts (3 nos)
Drain 780 Feet

474640

118660

593600

120

880

DESCON

Hamdard

Source: CPI Evaluation Research Design

Field Observations about Each Sample Sanitation Schemes
I Khyber Agency
1) Village Sikandar Khel
“The street pavement scheme benefited
most vulnerable and poor families living in
the village. Before intervention, it was quite
difficult to pass through the street
particularly in rainy season. Stagnant water
pools in and around the street created
extreme un-hygienic conditions and spread
various diseases among the local
inhabitants. It was quite difficult to pass
through the street at night time. The
completion of scheme helped in get ridding
all such difficulties and improving the public
health conditions of that particular area of
the village. There is a need to do street
pavement in other parts of the village”.
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II Bannu District
2) Village Kotla Ganangul
“There was active community participation in the
planning and implementation of street pavement
and drain construction activities in the village. The
scheme heavily contributed in improving the
mobility and health conditions of local
community members. The current functioning of
scheme is even better now as CO ensure to keep
raising funds for its repair and maintenance on
continuous basis. CO members are actively
involved in the cleanliness of street and drain
each after 2 weeks. CO has been able to collect
funds from within the village for the replication of
scheme in other parts of the village”.

III Lakki Marwat District
3) Village Ghazni Khel
“The most vulnerable and poor families within
the village are the prime beneficiaries of the
scheme. Active community participation
observed in all stages of implementing the
scheme. The street pavement benefited in many
ways such as it is now easy to walk through, no
garbage and solid waste is on the street, and it
remarkably improved the health conditions of the
people living in that area”.

4) Village Nar Abbas
“Before intervention street condition was
miserable and in case of rain it was impossible to
walk through it. We were earlier used to take our
patients on stretcher as there were ditches in the
street. After the completion of scheme, local
community benefited in number of ways such as
improved accessibility, reduce diseases, and good
drainage conditions. The scheme mainly
benefited the poorest families of our village. The
scheme is in good conditions and well maintained
by the local CO. Later on, a number of culverts
were also constructed on self help basis”.
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Case Study No 3: Improved Sanitary Conditions in a Village of District Lakki Marwat
Kotka Nar Abas is situated in union council Nar Abu Samand Begu Khel, Tehsil Naurang, District Lakki
Marwat. Though it is situated in proximity to the tehsil head quarter but still it is a backward area and
literacy rate is very low. Most of the people belong to poor families and they do not even have the basic
necessities of living. Few educated members of the community started thinking about the problems of
the community and fortunately at that time CMDO visited their village. They zealously welcomed the
CMDO team and started formation of community organization. After that they conducted regular
community meetings and passed resolutions in which they highlighted poor sanitary condition as one of
their village's prioritized problems. CMDO team after watching miserable condition of the street and
problems associated with it referred their case to PPAF and street pavement was approved for them. They
took active part in implementation of this sanitation scheme. Daily routine work of the people of the
village is now not interrupted; similarly access to the main road is easy now. Children can reach their
school in time in any kind of season. The implementation of scheme also built the CO capacity regarding
finding out problems of the community and then resolving them through mutual collaboration and
consultation. The people of the village are now very much cooperative with developmental organizations
and they have now linkages with other organizations working in this area like SADP, SABAWOON and SPO.
In short the positive change has observed in the people and a constructive mind set up has developed.

Impact diagram on the provision of sanitation facility in a village of district Lakki Marwat is also annexed. It
indicates variety of positive impacts such as improved drainage facility, reduction in solid waste open dumps,
decreased diseases, and enhanced accessibility. In below Table 10 summary details on the evaluation of
sanitation schemes are given.
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Table No 10: Evaluating CPI Sanitation Schemes
S. No Observed Indicators
Findings/Comments
1
Priority Need
75% rightly identified priority need of sanitation schemes in intervened
Identification
villages
2

Level of Community
Participation

75% high level of community participation whereas 25% medium level of
community participation

3
4

Functionality
Maintenance Level

90% sanitation schemes are functional and fully working in the areas.
75% schemes are highly maintained whereas 25% with medium to low
level maintenance.

5

Design Efficiency

90% schemes were observed design efficient as no technical problem
observed in relation to the design of the sanitation schemes.

6

Effectiveness

90% schemes were found highly effective in terms of meeting the
sanitation requirements of targeted population

7
8

Sustainability
Social Impacts

75% schemes were found fully sustainable in long term perspective
High Social Impacts in terms of mobility, well beings, and improved
health conditions of population benefiting from the sanitation schemes.

9

Economic Impacts

Medium to low economic impacts in terms of savings generated through
reduced health cost.

10

Natural Impacts

Natural environments of the program villages improved after the
completion of schemes.

11

Built Impacts

Improved built environment of program villages after the completion of
sanitation schemes.

Source: CMDO CPI Program Evaluation Field Work

Overall sanitation schemes studied during field
investigation were found in good shape and
regularly repaired by the respective COs. The
sanitation schemes benefited a lot in improving
public health measures in the selected parts of the
villages. Local communities identified the need of
up-scaling sanitation schemes in other
streets/parts of the village. A number of
respondents also urged the need of introducing
the concepts of CLTS and integrated sanitation
system in their respective villages.

2.4.3. Irrigational Channels
Out of the total 151 CPI schemes, 12 irrigation
schemes were implemented in 2 agencies and 2
districts of KP province. The irrigation schemes
were mainly concerned to the lining/cementing of
conventional irrigational channels in the
agricultural fields. The irrigation channels scheme
largely benefited small farmers in terms of
increased crops yield, effective water utility, and
increasing their income level. Below Table 11 is
providing details about irrigation schemes
implemented at agency/district level, number of
household and population beneficiaries, and cost
sharing of schemes by CMDO and COs.
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Figure-2: Impact Diagrams Sanitation CPI EV
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Table No 11: Beneficiaries Population and Cost of CPI Irrigation Schemes
Agency/District
Khyber
Bajur
Bannu
Lakki Marwat
Total

Irrigation
Schemes
2
1
5
4
12

Households

Population

300
127
440
335
1202

4400
1400
3710
2423
11933

CMDO
Share
652425
256020
1475454
1611360
3995259

CO Share

Total
Cost
216200
868625
84700
340720
368840
1844294
402840
2014200
1072580 5067839

Source: CMDO CPI Program Reports

It shows that 9 out of 12
irrigation schemes were
implemented in 2 southern
districts of KP province
whereas 3 irrigation schemes
were implemented in 2
agencies of FATA. In all
irrigation channel schemes
communities contributed its
share. The average cost per
benefited person from these
CPI irrigation channel
schemes is 42469. In below
Table 12 is the detail of
selected irrigation sample
schemes indicating its
location, beneficiary, and
cost sharing details by CMDO
and COs. It indicates that
cost sharing in between
CMDO and COs are
persistent in all selected
sample irrigation channel
schemes. Further details
about these sample schemes
are also given below.
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Table No 12: Sample Irrigation Schemes
Name
Tehsil
S. of
No Agency/
District
1

Khyber

2

Bannu

3

Bannu

Jamrud

Pop
Name of HH
CO Name
Benifi- BenifiVillage
ciaries ciaries

Ghundi

140

1300

TownII

Nekam
kakki

130

1500

Bannu

Nasradin 38

230

Types of
Irrigation
Scheme

1900 ft
irrigation
channel
PCPS
Segments
pasban
3*1.5*1
(348 Nos)
PCPS
Segments
Ihlas
3*1.5*2
community
(600Nos)
Distribution
Point (8 No)
KCDO

CMDO
Share

CO
Share

Total
Cost

352,50
0

148,00
0

500,50
0

383,20
0

95,800

478,75
0

256762 64191

320953

Source: CPI Evaluation Research Design

Field Observations about Each Sample Irrigation
Channel Schemes
I Khyber Agency
1) Village Ghundi
“Construction of line/concrete
irrigation channel contributed a
lot in improved crops productivity
and economic well being of
majority farming community of
the village. Earlier, there was
more wastage of water due to
conventional irrigational channel.
Similarly, there were more
conflicts among local farmers on
the distribution of water. Local
community is highly satisfied with
the outcomes of the irrigation
channel scheme”.
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II Bannu District
2) Village Nekam Kakki
“Before the intervention, Katcha
irrigation channels were mainly
used for irrigating the farming land.
With the support of CMDO we were
able to line/cemented an irrigation
channel which was strategically
located and beneficial for half of the
farming community of our village.
The irrigation channel worked
effectively for a period of 3 years but
later gradually became nonfunctional due to lack of repair and
maintenance. Further the use of
block cement in lining the channel
also did not work properly as this
technology was not conducive to
the local environment. We need
further technical support from
CMDO to make this channel
functional again”.

3) Village Nasradin
“The lining of irrigation channel in our village helped us a lot in resolving our prolonged outstanding
conflicts over the distribution of water among local farmers. The scheme benefited in improving the
income and livelihood conditions of 38 small farmers in our village. The scheme also contributed in
increasing the unity among local community and in motivating us for taking up the discourse of self
help participatory development”.
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Case Study No 4: Livelihood Enhancement of a Small Farmer in Khyber Agency
Mohammad Jan is a young small farmer living
in Ghundi village of Khyber Agency. His main
livelihood source is farming on his 1 acre
agriculture land. Before the scheme, Jan used
to spend more money on purchasing tube well
irrigated water as one third of the water
wasted due to conventional irrigation channel
in his land. The productivity of crop was also
on low side and he was over burden with the
input costs of the crops. He also confronted
with number violent conflicts with his
neighboring farmers over the distribution of
water. Now after the lining of irrigation
channel passing through his land, he
witnessed many positive changes such as reduction in the wastage of water, less cost on irrigating his
farming land, less time require irrigating his land, improved crops yield, and increased income which led
towards improving the livelihood conditions of his family.
Impact diagram of an irrigation channel scheme in a village of district Bannu is also annexed. It indicates that
prolonged conflicts among local famers largely resolved, improvement observed in the equitable distribution
of irrigation water, and small farmers started to earn more due to increased crops yield. Below Table 13 is
providing summary details of evaluation results of irrigation schemes studied during the field investigations.

Table No 13: Evaluating CPI Irrigation Channels Schemes
S. No
1

3

Observed Indicators
Priority Need
Identification
Level of Community
Participation
Functionality

4
5

Maintenance Level
Design Efficiency

6

Effectiveness

7
8

Sustainability
Social Impacts

9

Economic Impacts

10

Natural Impacts

11

Built Impacts

2

Findings/Comments
60% rightly identified priority need of irrigational channel schemes in
intervened villages
65% high level of community participation whereas 35% medium to low
level of community participation
65% irrigation schemes are functional whereas 35% are not functional in
the areas.
65% schemes are maintained whereas 35% have no maintenance.
65% schemes were observed design efficient as technical problem
observed in 35% schemes such as use of non-responsive materials in the
lining of channels.
65% schemes were found effective in terms of meeting the irrigation
requirements of targeted population
50% schemes were found fully sustainable in long term perspective
High Social Impacts in terms of resolving the prolonged conflicts among
farmers community over the distribution of water for irrigation purposes.
High economic impacts in terms of increased crops yield, saving through
less consumption of water in fields, and increased income level of
farmers.
Some minor impacts on natural environments such as cutting of trees
along the irrigation channels
Improved built environment of irrigation channels and agricultural fields
in the program villages after the completion of schemes.

Source: CMDO CPI Program Evaluation Field Work
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Figure-3: Impact Diagrams Irrigation CPI EV
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Overall, it was found that construction of lined/cemented irrigation channels largely help in improving the
income level and livelihood of small farmers' communities in FATA and KP Province. Local communities
emphasized the need of extending similar kind of interventions in other conventional irrigational channels of
their villages.

2.4.4. Roads/Culverts
The link roads/culvert construction CPI schemes were mainly implemented in district Lakki Marwat of KP
province. It is the least number of CPI schemes (2%) implemented during the phase IV of the program. The
construction of shingle link roads and culverts at required crossings highly contributed in improving the
mobility and accessibility of entire beneficiaries project population and as well people living in the surrounding
villages. Below Table 14 is giving insight on number of link roads/culvert construction schemes implemented in
different parts of district Lakki Marwat. It also includes details of number of beneficiaries and cost distribution
among CMDO and respective COs.

Table No 14: Beneficiaries Population and Cost of CPI Link Roads/Culvert Schemes

District
Lakki
Marwat

Link Roads/
Culvert Schemes
3

Households

Population CMDO CO Share
Total
Share
Cost
1008
5340 768321
196181 964502

Source: CMDO CPI Program Reports

It indicates that 3 link roads/culverts construction schemes were implemented in district Lakki Marwat directly
benefiting 1008 households and 5340 population. The average cost per benefited person from these CPI link
road schemes is 18062. In below Table 15 is the detail of selected link road sample scheme indicating its
location, beneficiary, and cost sharing details by CMDO and COs. Further details about these sample link road
scheme is also given below.

Table 15: Sample Link Road Scheme
Name
Tehsil
S.
of
No.
Agency/
District

1

Lakki
Marwat

Name of
Village

HH
Benificiaries

Lakki
Yaseen
Marwat Manjiwala 250

Pop
CO Name
Benificiaries

1910

Wafa II
W.S

Source: CPI Evaluation Research Design
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Type of
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Scheme

CMDO
Share

CO
Share

Length
(2250feet)
Breadth(14feet)
Culverts
428481 107121
length
(14feet)
Breadth
(6Feet)

Total
Cost

535602
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Field Observations about Sample Link Road/
Culvert Construction Schemes
I District Lakki Marwat
1) Village Yaseen Manjiwala
“Earlier our village was connected through a Katcha road due to which we were facing multiple problems
such as difficult accessibility, prevalence of dust, high ratio of diseases, and huge difficulties in rainy season
and in case of medical emergency. With the financial support of CMDO, we were able to construct shingle
link road which significantly reduced our accessibility and mobility problems. The construction of link road
also benefited 4 other surrounding villages. Stone turning walls and plantation were also done at some
locations of the road. Local community actively participated in the scheme in terms of providing labor
services and financial contribution to the scheme. At present, we feel the need of improving the road
conditions by converting it from shingle road to black top road”.
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Case Study No 5: Construction of Link Road in a Village of District Lakki Marwat
Majority of people living in Yaseen Manji Wala are small farmers and daily wage laborers. Before CMDO
intervention people were facing difficulties in mobility and easy access to the nearby town. The people of
the village before the intervention had no idea about CMDO and PPAF but as the scheme was approved for
them, they started to develop their linkages with developmental organizations and started to solve their
problems on self help bases. The people of the village took physical part in constructing the road. They also
made food arrangement for the laborers and other people involved in the construction of the road. People
at the start of the intervention started to form community organization and in short time most of the
people were mobilized. The construction of the shingle road greatly reduced the problems of the people.
The people are feeling great relief because now they have easy access to the city and they can now easily
transport their agricultural products to the city. The children can now easily continue their studies because
now transportation to the city is easily available. Similarly the people now feel ease even in case of rain and
no stagnant water is thereafter rain. The scheme has positive impact over environment. In short the
people are much happy and satisfied over this scheme. The people are now aware of the importance of
the developmental organizations and now are very much helpful to these organizations. The local CO has
now linkages with Southern Areas Development Project (SADP), SABAWOON and SPO. The people have
increased capacity to identify their problems and solve these problems on self help bases. The CO is now
well connected with government line department and actively involving them in resolving their problems.

Impact diagram drawn by the community members of village Yaseen Manji Wala is annexed. The diagram
shows that village population and even people in surrounding villages benefited a lot in terms of improved
mobility, accessibility, and increased economic activities after the completion of link road. Below Table 16 is
providing summary evaluation details on the constructed link road.
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Figure-4: Impact Diagrams Link Road CPI EV
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Table No 16: Evaluating CPI Link Road/Culvert Scheme
S. No
1

3

Observed Indicators
Priority Need
Identification
Level of Community
Participation
Functionality

Findings/Comments
The rightly identified priority need of link road scheme in intervened
village
High level of community participation in planning and implementation
of scheme
Medium level functionality of link road scheme observed and there are
further areas of improvement to upgrade it.

4

Maintenance Level

5

Design Efficiency

Link road scheme is well maintained and regularly repaired by the local
CO.
As per shingle road design efficiency is satisfactory, however, local
community demands for retaining wall and upgrading of the road as a
metal surface road.

6

Effectiveness

Link road schemes were found effective in terms of resolving the
mobility and accessibility issues of the community.

7
8

Sustainability
Social Impacts

Link road schemes were found sustainable in long term perspective
High Social Impacts in terms of resolving the prolonged mobility and
accessibility issues of entire village population including children going
for education in nearby town.

9

Economic Impacts

Medium economic impacts in terms of easy transportation of crops to
nearby town, better mobility, and increased income level of farmers.

10

Natural Impacts

11

Built Impacts

Some minor impacts on natural environments observed such as cutting
of trees along the link road and increased air pollution
Improved built environment of the program village as local population
is more mobile and well connected with other surrounding villages and
towns.

2

Source: CMDO CPI Program Evaluation Field Work

The project community identified the need of improving the technical design of the link road in relation to
upgrading it by replacing shingle road with mettle surface road and construction of protective retaining walls at
potential land sliding areas. Overall, construction of low cost link road through active community participation
proved to be much beneficial experiences for the local village population.

2.4.5 The Economic and Quality of Life Impacts Analysis of CPI Schemes
The economic and quality of life impacts analysis of CMDO-PPAF CPI schemes is mainly based on project
records and field investigations in the project areas. The economic internal rates of return of CPI schemes were
mainly calculated on broader (non-cash) benefits obtained in economic terms through implementing these
projects in water supply, sanitation, irrigation, and road sectors. Examples of the benefits measured to
calculate EIRRs are listed below.
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Water Supply
• Time savings in collecting water.
• Cost savings in obtaining water.
• Health benefits due to access to safe drinking water
Sanitation
• Increase in the value of house adjacent to the sanitation scheme
• Health benefits due to access to sanitation services
Irrigation
• Incremental increase in the value of agricultural land serviced by the new irrigation works.
• Incremental increase in incomes due to better harvests resulting from reliable water supply.
• Savings from avoiding damage to buildings and crops due to flooding.
Link Roads
Time savings due to faster transportation
Cost savings due to more efficient transportation of goods to market.

Table No. 17: Economic Internal Rates of Return CMDO-PPAF CPI Schemes

Type of CPI Scheme
Water Supply
Sanitation
Irrigation
Link Road
Total

Number of CPI Schemes
107
29
12
3
151

Average IRR (%)
35.5
41
62
49
47

Source: CMDO CPI Program Evaluation Field Work & Project Records
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The table 17 reflects that average IRR in irrigation schemes is comparatively higher followed by road,
sanitation, and water supply schemes. Overall, the average IRR of entire 151 CPI schemes is 47% which
indicates high level of benefits against the costs/expenditures invested in these communities based physical
infrastructure schemes.

Table No. 18: Average Cost & Standard Deviation Cost/Beneficiary in CMDO-PPAF CPI Schemes
Type of CPI Scheme
Water Supply
Sanitation
Irrigation
Link Road
Total

Number of CPI
Schemes
107
29
12
3
151

Average Cost/Beneficiary
47
41
85
40
53

Standard Deviation
Cost/Beneficiary
94
84
168
78
106

Source: CMDO CPI Program Evaluation Field Work & Project Records
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The table 18 is showing average cost/beneficiary and standard deviation cost/beneficiary in different sector
CPI schemes. It shows that average cost per beneficiary is relatively higher in irrigation schemes followed by
water supply, sanitation, and link road CPI schemes.
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Table No. 19: Cost Comparison of CMDO-PPAF CPI Schemes with Local Government Contractors
Type of CPI
Scheme
Water Supply
Sanitation
Irrigation
Link Road
Total

Number of CPI
Schemes
107
29
12
3
151

CMDO-PPAF Cost

Local Government
Contractor Cost
58994487
25360404
10642462
2218355
97215708

32774715
13347581
5067839
964502
52154637

Average
Difference (%)
80
90
110
130
86

Source: CMDO CPI Program Evaluation Field Work & Project Records
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The cost comparison of CMDO-PPAF CPI schemes with local government contractors is mainly based on
comparative analysis in between schedule government rate 2006 & 2010 for tribal areas and total cost of
various sector CPI schemes implemented by CMDO. The table 19 indicates that local government contractor
cost is more than double in comparison to cost incurred on CMDO-PPAF CPI schemes.
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Table No. 20: The Quality of Life Impacts of CMDO-PPAF CPI Schemes among Project Communities
Type of CPI
Scheme

Impact Strongly felt

Impact Felt

Impact Barely
Felt

Water Supply

55 %

31%

14%

Sanitation

69 %

22%

9%

Irrigation
Link Road

70 %
65 %

20%
35%

10%
-

Source: CMDO CPI Program Evaluation Field Work & Project Records
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The field work investigations in the selected sample areas also analyzed the quality of life impacts happened
among the intervened project communities. The sample survey findings in relation to the quality of life impacts
are given in the table 20.

2.5. Recommendation & Conclusion
The findings and analysis of various level CPI program interventions indicates satisfactory results and
outcomes of implemented CPI schemes over a period of last 10 years. CMDO through the implementation of
such large number of CPI schemes over a longer period of time has been able to gain worthy experiences and
vast scale grass root connectivity in FATA and Southern parts of KP Province. It is now high time that CMDO
should devise a 5-year plan for the up-gradation and expansion of already implemented CPI schemes in
intervened 138 villages in 4 agencies of FATA and 2 districts of KP. It would largely contribute not only
consolidating and sustaining the already implemented CPI schemes but mobilize communities to accelerate
participatory integrated ecological based development process in their respective areas. The emphasis of such
plan should be more on developing pro-active partnerships in between Community institutions and public line
departments and maximum utilization and exploration of existing and new resources available at the local
level.
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